THE TASTE YOU ARE LOOKING FOR ALWAYS WITH YOU!

MIX & GO

OUR GUYS LITERALLY PUT MIX&GO ON THE PEDESTAL AGAIN!

OBVIOUSLY, IT WILL BE THE KING OF ALL THE KITCHENS SOON!
THE MOST ENERGETIC WAY OF STARTING THE DAY

MIX&GO

- Gross power: 300 watt (max)
- Mix with only one button
- Easy to plug in and carry, hygienic mixing bottles
- 2 different mixing bottles: 600 ml big and 300 ml small
- Dishwasher safe mixing bottles
- Cap spouts for ease of drinking
- Dishwasher safe and easily removable stainless-steel blades
- Ice crushing ability
- Orange, green, red and black color options

One Button Mixing

Ice Crushing Ability

Hygienic Mixing Bottles
DOUBLE YOUR LONG-AWAITED PLEASURE OF FRUIT FRESHNESS WITH MIX&GO!

BANANA-STRAWBERRY SMOOTHIE

- 1 banana
- 10 strawberries
- A glass of yoghurt

PREPARATION
Put all the ingredient to Vestel Mix&Go mixing bottles and serve after mixing.
FRESH FLAVORS FOR THOSE WHO WANT TO FRESHEN UP AFTER A HOT DAY!

**ORANGE SMOOTHIE**

- 1 bowl of non-fat curd cheese or strained yoghurt
- Orange peel grate
- 1 freshly squeezed orange juice or 4 table spoon orange juice
- 1 bowl of strawberry
- 1/2 teaspoon of vanilla
- Sweetener
- 1 cup of almond coffee
- 1 bowl of ice cubes

**PREPARATION**

Place all the ingredients in Vestel Mix&Go and mix until you get desired temper by pausing occasionally.
EXOTIC DRINKS FOR THOSE WANT TO TASTE DIFFERENT FLAVORS!

FOREST FRUIT SMOOTHIE

- 1 bowl of iced raspberry
- 125 gr of cold and fat-free yoghurt
- 1 cup of cold and skimmed milk
- 1 bowl of ice cubes

PREPARATION
To prepare the drink, put the previously cleaned raspberries in the freezer and keep for two hours. On the second stage, put the cold milk and skimmed yoghurt on the mixing bottle. Put the at least two hours pre-cooled raspberries in the mixing bottle. While Vestel Mix&Go is working, add the ice cubes at last and mix until you get a smoothie.
SIMPLIFY YOUR WORK, MIX EVERYTHING WITH STAND MIXER.

VESTEL PERIlla
STAND MIXER

Technical Specifications
- 1000 W engine power
- Solo blender apparatus
- Stirs, mixes and kneads with 3 different functions

Ease of Use
- 10 level speed adjustment
- Drip-proof cover and practical use window
- 5 litre stainless steel mixing tank
- 2 kg dough capacity

NEW
Perilla Mixer

Technical Specifications
- 450 W engine power
- LED lights-Turbo function
- 5 different speed levels

Ease of use
- Dishwasher safe apparatus
- Stainless steel mixer
- Stainless steel dough hook

NEW
Tarçın K Mixer

Technical Specifications
- 450 W engine power
- Turbo function
- 5 different speed levels

Ease of use
- Ability to store vertically
- Dishwasher safe apparatus
- Stainless steel mixer
- Stainless steel dough hook

NEW
Vanilla Mixer

Technical Specifications
- 450 W engine power
- Turbo function
- 5 different speed levels

Ease of use
- Ability to store vertically
- Dishwasher safe apparatus
- Stainless steel mixer
- Stainless steel dough hook
Tarşın Bronz Hand Blender Set

**Technical Specifications**
- Gross power: 350 watt
- 500 ml capacity blender tank
- Stainless steel stirrer end
- Stainless steel blender stability
- Stainless steel chopper blade

**Ease of use**
- 900 ml scaled measuring tank
- Ergonomic handle

---

Tarşın Bronz Hand Blender

**Technical Specifications**
- Gross power: 350 Watt
- Detachable steel stirrer end
- Stainless steel blender stability

**Ease of use**
- Ergonomic handle
- 900 ml scaled measuring tank

---

Tarşın Bronz Glass Chopper

**Technical Specifications**
- Gross power: 500 watts
- Dishwasher safe: 1000 ml capacity glass chopper tank
- Stainless steel chopper blades

**Ease of use**
- Easily cleanable parts

---

Tarşın Bronz 4 Blade Chopper

**Technical Specifications**
- Gross power: 500 watts
- Ability to fast and equal chopping with 4 blade chopping system
- Stainless steel chopper blades
- 750 ml capacity chopper tank

**Ease of use**
- Ability to easily chop hard foods: Walnut, hazelnut, peanut, carrot etc.
- Ability to crush ice
- Easily cleanable parts
Krema Multi Blender Set

**Technical Specifications**
- Gross power: 800 watts
- Adjustable gradual speed setting
- 1250 ml capacity chopper tank
- Stainless steel slicing and planing blades
- Stainless steel double stimer points
- Stainless steel blender stabmixer
- Two edged stainless steel chopper blade
- Powerful and silent engine

**Ease of use**
- LED light indicator
- 800 ml capacity measuring tank
- Pusher apparatus
- Ergonomical handle and hanging ring
- Chopper tank with lock mechanism
- Chopper tank and measure tank
- Non-skid base
- Dishwasher safe parts

---

Tarçın S Multi Blender Set

**Technical Specifications**
- Gross power: 700 watts
- Turbo function
- 1250 ml capacity chopper tank
- Stainless steel slicing, planing blades
- Stainless steel stimer ends and blender stabmixer
- Stainless steel chopper blade

**Ease of use**
- 900 ml scaled measuring tank
- Ergonomic handle
- Chopper tank with lock mechanism
- Dishwasher safe parts
- Easily connectable parts

---

Krema Hand Blender Set

**Technical Specifications**
- Gross power: 800 watts
- Adjustable gradual speed setting
- 560 ml capacity chopper tank
- Stainless steel double stimer ends
- Stainless steel stabmixer
- Double edged stainless steel blade
- Powerful and silent engine

**Ease of use**
- LED light indicator
- 800 ml measure tank - Hanging ring

---

Tarçın S Hand Blender Set

**Technical Specifications**
- Gross power: 550 watt
- 500 ml capacity blender tank
- Stainless steel scrambler end
- Stainless steel chopper blade

**Ease of use**
- 900 ml scaled measuring tank
- Ergonomic handle

---

Krema Hand Blender

**Technical Specifications**
- Gross power: 800 watts
- Adjustable gradual speed setting
- Stainless steel stabmixer
- Double edged stainless steel blade
- Powerful and silent engine

**Ease of use**
- LED light indicator
- 800 ml measure tank
- Ergonomical Handle
- Hanging ring

---

Tarçın S Hand Blender

**Technical Specifications**
- Gross power: 550 Watt
- Detachable steel stirring end
- Stainless steel blender stabmixer

**Ease of use**
- Ergonomic handle
- 900 ml scaled measuring tank
**Food Preparation**

**Tarkan K Hand Blender Set**

**Technical Specifications**
- Gross power: 550 Watt
- Detachable steel stirring end
- Stainless steel blender stabmixer

**Ease of use**
- Ergonomic handle
- 900 ml scaled measuring tank

**Tarkan K Hand Blender**

**Technical Specifications**
- Gross power: 550 Watt
- Detachable steel stirring end
- Stainless steel stabmixer

**Ease of use**
- Ergonomic handle
- 900 ml scaled measuring tank

**Vanilla Hand Blender**

**Technical Specifications**
- Gross power: 600 watts
- 2 level speed setting
- Stainless steel stabmixer
- Powerful and silent engine

**Ease of use**
- 700 ml scaled measuring tank
- Ergonomical handle

**Tarkan K 4 Blade Chopper**

**Technical Specifications**
- Gross power: 500 watts
- Ability to fast and equal chopping with 4 blade chopping system
- Stainless steel chopper blades
- 750 ml capacity chopper tank

**Ease of use**
- Ability to easily chop hard foods: Walnut, hazelnut, peanut, carrot etc.
- Easily cleanable parts

**Vanilla Glass Chopper**

**Technical Specifications**
- Gross power: 300 watts
- Dishwasher safe, 1000 ml capacity glass choppertank
- Stainless steel chopper blades

**Ease of use**
- Easily cleanable parts
Perilla Maxi 4 Blade Chopper

**Technical Specifications**
- Gross power: 500 watts
- Ability to fast and equal chopping with 4 blade chopping system
- Dishwasher safe: 1500 ml capacity glass tank
- Stainless steel chopper blades

**Ease of use**
- Ability to easily chop hard foods: Walnut, hazelnut, peanut, carrot etc.
- Ability to crush ice
- Easily cleanable parts

---

Perilla 4 Blade Chopper

**Technical Specifications**
- Gross power: 500 watts
- Ability to fast and equal chopping with 4 blade chopping system
- Stainless steel chopper blades
- 750 ml capacity chopper tank

**Ease of use**
- Ability to easily chop hard foods: Walnut, hazelnut, peanut, carrot etc.
- Ability to crush ice
- Easily cleanable parts

---

Perilla Glass Chopper

**Technical Specifications**
- Gross power: 500 watts
- Dishwasher safe: 1000 ml capacity glass chopper tank
- Stainless steel chopper blades

**Ease of use**
- Easily cleanable parts

---

Meat Mincer

**Technical Specifications**
- Nominal engine power: 600 watts
- Key engine power: 2200 watt
- Mincing performance: 2.5 kg/minute
- AC engine
- Stainless steel tray and blades
- 3 different sizes of steel meat mincing disks (thin/medium/thick)
- Stuffed meatballs, sausage/kusak making apparatus

**Ease of use**
- On/off/reverse buttons
- Dishwasher safe accessories
PREPARE YOUR MEAT
AS YOU LIKE WITH
EASY USAGE

MEAT MINCER

- Nominal engine power: 800 watts
- Key engine power: 2200 watt
- Mincing performance: 2.5 kg/minute
- AC engine
- Stainless steel tray and blades
- Stainless steel meat mincing disks with 3 different sizes (thin/medium/thick)
- Stuffed meatballs, sausage/sujuk making accessories
- Ease of Use+ On-off-reverse buttons
- Dishwasher safe accessories
BREYAKEŞE KESİP RIZVARLAMA
TEMPERATURE CONTROL WITH DIFFERENT HEAT SETTINGS

ȘÖLEN S3000 DIGITAL INOX WATER HEATER

Technical Specifications
- Power: 2200 watt
- 1.3-Liter large capacity
- Water level indicator
- Stainless steel hidden resistance

Ease of Use
- Different temperature options: 40-75-85-100
- One touch open lid
- 360 degrees rotatable spout
- Detachable and washable lime filter
- Automatic power breaker function
- Safety system against overheating and working without water
- Hidden cable wrapping
**Enderun Porcelain Tea Urn**

**Technical Specifications**
- Power: 1500 watt
- Pot capacity: 3.5 lt
- Hidden resistance
- Audio alarm system
- Double LED light system with water temperature indicator
- Ability to keep water hot after boiling

**Ease of Use**
- Safety system against working without water
- Automatic shut-off after working in waiting mode for 4 hours
- Ease of cleaning with drip cap

**Design**
- Patterned, durable, special thin porcelain pot, tap handle and grips

**Hünkar Inox Tea Urn**

**Technical Specifications**
- Power: 1500 watt
- Pot capacity: 1 lt
- Water capacity: 3.5 lt
- Hidden resistance
- Ability to keep water hot after boiling

**Ease of Use**
- Safety system against working without water
- Automatic shut-off after working in waiting mode for 4 hours
- Ease of cleaning with drip cap

**Design**
- Inox pot

**Sultan Porcelain Tea Urn**

**Technical Specifications**
- Power: 1600 watt
- Pot capacity: 3.5 lt
- Hidden resistance
- Ability to keep water hot after boiling

**Ease of Use**
- Safety system against working without water
- Automatic shut-off after working in waiting mode for 4 hours
- Ease of cleaning with drip cap

**Design**
- Patterned porcelain pot
- Patterned porcelain tap handle and grips

**Şehzade Inox Tea Maker**

**Technical Specifications**
- 1600 watt boiling power
- Keeping warm resistance capacity: 280 watts
- Water heater capacity: 1.5 lt
- Pot capacity: 0.8 lt

**Ease of Use**
- Stainless steel tea strainer, hidden resistance
- Safety against working without water

**Design**
- Stainless steel pot and body

**Sefa Glass White Tea Maker**

- 1650 watt boiling power
- Pot capacity: 1.1 lt
- Water heater capacity: 1.9 lt
- Special keeping warm function after brewing the tea

**Ease of Use**
- Ability to use as kettle with special lid
- Safety against working without water
- Automatic shut-off
- Stainless steel hidden resistance and steel tea strainer
- Detachable lime filter
- Water level indicator

**Design**
- Glass pot

**Sefa Glass Inox Tea Maker**

- 1650 watt boiling power
- Pot capacity: 1.1 lt
- Water heater capacity: 1.9 lt
- Special keeping warm function after brewing the tea

**Ease of Use**
- Ability to use as kettle with special lid
- Safety against working without water
- Automatic shut-off
- Stainless steel hidden resistance and tea strainer

**Design**
- Glass pot and Inox body
**Sölen T3000 Inox Toaster**

**Technical Specifications**
- Gross power: 2000 watt (max)
- Adjustable height mechanism for food thickness

**Ease of Use**
- Detachable, washable nonstick plates
- "Power" and "ready to use" indicator lights
- Stainless steel body
- Cast aluminum handle
- Ability to grill/broil with 180-degree openable body
- Oil collecting reservoir to provide ease of cleaning

---

**Sölen T25000 Red Toaster**

**Technical Specifications**
- Gross power: 1800 watt (max)
- Ability to make 6 toasts at the same time
- Ability to cook with desired heat and temper with 3-level heat setting buttons

**Ease of Use**
- Detachable, washable nonstick plates
- Ability to grill/broil with 180-degree openable body
- Ease of storage with 90 degrees vertical storing ability

---

**Sefa Inox Tea Maker**

**Technical Specifications**
- 1500 watt boiling power
- Pot capacity: 1.7 L - Water heater capacity: 1.9 L
- Special keeping warm function after breining the tea

**Ease of Use**
- Ability to use as kettle with special lid
- Safety against working without water
- Automatic shutoff
- Stainless steel hidden resistance and tea strainer

**Design**
- Inox pot and body

---

**Sefa Red Inox Tea Maker**

**Technical Specifications**
- 1550 watt boiling power
- Pot capacity: 1.7 L - Water heater capacity: 1.9 L
- Special keeping warm function after breining the tea

**Ease of Use**
- Ability to use as kettle with special lid
- Safety against working without water
- Automatic shutoff
- Stainless steel hidden resistance and tea strainer

**Design**
- Red inox pot and body

---

**Sefa Inox Turkish Coffee Maker**

**Technical Specifications**
- Gross power: 800 watt (max)
- 4 Turkish coffee cup capacity (300ml)
- Stainless steel body
- Hidden resistance

**Ease of Use**
- 360 degrees rotatable ceiling
- Wireless usage
- Illuminated alarm system
- Safety against working without power

**Design**
- Plus X 2015 Design Award

---

**Sefa Red Inox Turkish Coffee Maker**

**Technical Specifications**
- Gross power: 800 watt (max)
- 4 Turkish coffee cup capacity (300ml)
- Stainless steel body
- Hidden resistance

**Ease of Use**
- 360 degrees rotatable ceiling
- Wireless usage
- Illuminated alarm system
- Safety against working without power

**Design**
- Plus X 2015 Design Award
- Red Inox Body
Tarçın T2600 BR Granite Toaster

**Technical Specifications**
- Gross power: 1800 watt (max)
- Ability to make 6 toasts at the same time
- Ability to cook with desired heat and temper with 3 level heat setting buttons

**Ease of Use**
- Detachable, washable nonstick plates
- Ability to grill broiler with 180-degree openable body
- Ease of storage with 90 degrees vertical storing ability

Tarçın BR Inox Tea Maker

**Technical Specifications**
- 1550 watt boiling power
- Pot capacity: 1.1 l
- Water heater capacity: 1.9 l
- Special keeping warm function after brewing the tea

**Ease of Use**
- Ability to use as kettle with special lid
- Safety against working without water
- Automatic shutoff
- Stainless steel hidden resistance and tea strainer

**Design**
- Bronze Inox pot and body

Tarçın BR Inox Turkish Coffee Maker

**Technical Specifications**
- Gross power: 400 watt (max)
- 4 Turkish coffee cup capacity (300ml)
- Stainless steel body
- Hidden resistance

**Ease of Use**
- 360 degrees rotatable ceiling
- Wireless usage
- Illuminated alarm system
- Safety against working without power

**Design**
- Plus X 2015 Design Award
- Bronze Inox Body
TURN YOUR BREAKFAST INTO A FEAST OF TASTE!

- Power: 2000 watt (max)
- Ability to make 4 toasts at the same time
- 4 level temperature setting
- 2 different power buttons; 2 different control systems for top and bottom plates
- 30-minute adjustable timer
- Detachable, cooking plates coated with special non-stick coating
- Adjustable height according to food thickness
- Ability to use as 180 degrees open
- Audio Alarm
- Elegant design with digital LCD display

ŞÖLEN T3500 DIGITAL INOX TOASTER
Sefa T2002 Grey Toaster

Technical Specifications
- Gross power: 1800 watt (max)
- Ability to make 6 toasts at the same time
- Ability to cook with desired heat and timer with 3 level heat setting buttons

Ease of Use
- Detachable, washable nonstick plates
- Ability to grill broader with 180-degree openable body
- Ease of storage with 90 degrees vertical storing ability

Sefa T2002 Red Toaster

Technical Specifications
- Gross power: 1800 watt (max)
- Ability to make 6 toasts at the same time
- Ability to cook with desired heat and timer with 3 level heat setting buttons

Ease of Use
- Detachable, washable nonstick plates
- Ability to grill broader with 180-degree openable body
- Ease of storage with 90 degrees vertical storing ability

Keyif E2001 White Slice Toaster

Technical Specifications
- Gross power: 700 watt (max)
- Broad toasting chamber with 2 slice capacity
- 7 level toasting setting
- Stainless steel integrated heating/keeping warm apparatus
- Equally toasted slices with automatic slice centering
- Heating/keeping warm apparatus

Ease of Use
- Lifting arm (high-lift) to lift bread slices easily
- Heating / defrosting, cancel (stop) button
- Detachable crumb tray
- Automatic shutoff

Keyif K2001 Black Coffee Maker

- Gross power: 1080 watt (max)
- 1.25 L (12 cups) capacity
- Glass coffee decanter
- Special keeping warm plate

Ease of Use
- Anti-drip "dripping preventer"
- Water level indicator
- Filter to use instead of paper filter
- Easily moveable filter holder
- Hidden resistance
- On-off button with indicator

Brunch 2001 White Coffee Maker

Technical Specifications
- Gross power: 1080 watt (max)
- 1.25 L (12 cups) capacity
- Glass coffee decanter
- Special keeping warm plate

Ease of Use
- Anti-drip "dripping preventer"
- Water level indicator
- Filter to use instead of paper filter
- Easily moveable filter holder
- Hidden resistance
- On-off button with indicator
**Sölven K3000 Inox Coffee Maker**

**Technical Specifications**
- Gross power: 1000 watt (max)
- 1.5 l (12 cups) capacity
- Stainless steel body
- Glass coffee decanter

**Ease of Use**
- Water level indicator
- Timer - Automatic shutoff after 2 hours of keeping warm
- Special keeping warm plate
- “Anti-drip” dripping preventer
- Easily moveable filter holder
- Hidden resistance

---

**Sölven E3000 Slice Toaster**

**Technical Specifications**
- Gross power: 850 watt (max)
- Toasting chamber with 2 slice capacities
- 7 level toasting setting
- Stainless steel body
- Equally toasted slices with automatic slice centering
- Heating/keeping warm apparatus

**Ease of Use**
- Lifting arm (high-lift) to lift bread slices easily
- Heating / defrosting, cancel (stop) button
- Detachable crumb tray
- Automatic shutoff
- Cable wrapping spot

---

**Enerjik NS100 Inox Citrus Juicer**

**Technical Specifications**
- Gross power: 100 watt (max)
- 2 juicing cap for big/small fruits
- “Anti-drip” drain to prevent dripping
- Stainless steel body and filter
e- Drain

**Ease of Use**
- Cover to prevent dust entrance
- Easily cleanable parts

---

**Enerjik MS6000 Fruit Press**

**Technical Specifications**
- Gross power: 100 watts
- Broad feeding hole (15mm)
- Detachable pulp container with 2 lt capacity
- Juice cup with 1.7 lt capacity and lid
- 2 level speed setting
- Stainless steel body and knives
- Stainless steel drain

**Ease of Use**
- Easily detachable and cleanable parts
- Safety lock system

---

**Enerjik NS2000 S Citrus Juicer**

**Technical Specifications**
- Gross power: 40 watt (max)
- 2 juicing cap for big/small fruits

**Ease of Use**
- Dishwasher safe and detachable parts
- Cable hiding feature

---

**Enerjik NS2000 B Citrus Juicer**

**Technical Specifications**
- Gross power: 40 watt (max)
- 2 juicing cap for big/small fruits

**Ease of Use**
- Dishwasher safe and detachable parts
- Cable hiding feature
Brunch Series 2000 Inox Water Heater

Technical Specifications
- Gross power: 2200 watt (max)
- 1.8 l large capacity
- Detachable and washable lime filter
- Water level indicator
- Stainless steel hidden resistance

Ease of Use
- Automatic shutoff function
- On/off button with indicator

Design
- Inox body

Sefa S2000 Red Inox Water Heater

Technical Specifications
- Gross power: 2200 watt (max)
- 1.8 l large capacity
- Detachable and washable lime filter
- Water level indicator
- Stainless steel hidden resistance

Ease of Use
- Automatic shutoff function
- On/off button with indicator

Design
- Red Inox body

Keyif S2001 Black Water Heater

Technical Specifications
- Gross power: 2200 watt
- 1.7 l capacity
- Detachable and washable filter
- Water level indicator
- Stainless steel hidden resistance

Ease of Use
- Automatic lid opening button
- On/off button with indicator
- Safety system against overheating and working without water
- Automatic shutoff function

Brunch Series 2001 White Water Heater

Technical Specifications
- Gross power: 2200 watt (max)
- 1.7 l capacity
- Detachable and washable filter
- Water level indicator
- Stainless steel hidden resistance

Ease of Use
- Automatic lid opening button
- On/off button with indicator
- Safety system against overheating and working without water
- Automatic shutoff function

Brunch Series 1001 Black Water Heater

Technical Specifications
- Gross power: 2200 watt (max)
- 1.7 l capacity
- Stainless steel hidden resistance

Ease of Use
- Detachable and washable lime filter
- Two-sided water level indicator
- Automatic shutoff function
- On/off button with indicator
- Light to illuminate water level indicator while working
- Hidden cable wrapping spot

Brunch Series 1001 White Water Heater

Technical Specifications
- Gross power: 2200 watt (max)
- 1.7 l capacity
- Stainless steel hidden resistance

Ease of Use
- Detachable and washable lime filter
- Two-sided water level indicator
- Automatic shutoff function
- On/off button with indicator
- Light to illuminate water level indicator while working
- Hidden cable wrapping spot
NO TEMPERATURE AND STEAM ADJUSTMENT WITH V-MOD, JUST THE UNLIMITED JOY OF IRONING

KEHRİBAR 5000
IRON WITH STEAM GENERATOR

Technical Specifications:
- Smart V-MOD feature to automatically adjust heat and steam depending on the cloth type
- Maximum power: 2000 watt
- 6 bar pressure
- 120g/minute continuous steam
- Lime prevention cartridge

Ease of Use:
- Ability to continuously adding water while working
- Heating time: 1 minute
- Water tank capacity: 1000 ml
- Automatic shutoff
- Easy handling lock
**Kehribar Iron with Steam Generator**

**Technical Specifications**
- Maximum power: 2000 watt
- Steam control with 3 settings
- 4 heat level - Special lime prevention system
- Vertical steam function
- NanoCeramic bottom with scratching resistance

**Ease of Use**
- Ability to continuously refill while hot
- Heating time: 3.5 minutes
- Water tank capacity: 1700 ml
- Automatic shutoff
- Power and steam indicator lights
- Special cable wrapping spot and clamps

---

**Press Series 2000 Lila Iron with Steam Generator**

**Technical Specifications**
- Gross power: 2200 watt (max)
- Water tank with stainless steel inner tank

**Ease of Use**
- 1100 ml large water tank capacity
- Heating time: 7 minutes
- “Water tank empty” and “steam ready” indicators
- On/off button with indicator
- 2 m cable length

---

**Press Series 2000 White Iron with Steam Generator**

**Technical Specifications**
- Gross power: 2200 watt (max)
- Water tank with stainless steel inner tank

**Ease of Use**
- 1100 ml large water tank capacity
- Heating time: 7 minutes
- “Water tank empty” and “steam ready” indicators
- On/off button with indicator
- 2 m cable length

---

1.1 liter
Elmas Steam Iron

Technical Specifications
- Gross power: 3100 watt (max)
- "Anti-drip" drooping prevention system
- Vertical steam output
- Lime cleaning system

Ease of Use
- 400 ml ultra large water tank capacity
- 2.5 m cable length
- Automatic shutoff

Opal K 5000 Steam Iron

Technical Specifications
- Gross power: 2800 watt (max)
- "Anti-drip" drooping prevention system
- Vertical steam output
- Lime cleaning system

Ease of Use
- 520 ml ultra large water tank capacity
- 2.5 m cable length
- Digital display with LED illumination
- Automatic shutoff

Opal S 5000 Steam Iron

Technical Specifications
- Gross power: 2800 watt (max)
- "Anti-drip" drooping prevention system
- Vertical steam output
- Lime cleaning system

Ease of Use
- 350 ml ultra large water tank capacity
- 2.5 m cable length
- Digital display with LED illumination
- Automatic shutoff
**Yakut Steam Iron**

**Technical Specifications**
- Maximum power: 2400 watt
- "Anti-drip" dripping prevention system
- Vertical steam feature
- Lime cleaning system

**Ease of Use**
- Water tank with 350 ml capacity
- Electronic temperature adjustment with digital display with LED illumination
- LED light to illuminate the body when turned on
- Automatic shutoff after 30 seconds horizontal, 10 minutes vertical

**Safir Steam Iron**

**Technical Specifications**
- Maximum power: 2400 watt
- "Anti-drip" dripping prevention system
- Vertical steam feature
- Lime cleaning system

**Ease of Use**
- Water tank with 350 ml capacity
- Turkish display
- LED light to illuminate the body when turned on
- Automatic shutoff after 30 seconds horizontal, 10 minutes vertical

---

**Kuvars Steam Iron**

**Technical Specifications**
- Maximum power: 2400 watt
- "Anti-drip" dripping prevention system
- Vertical steam feature
- Lime cleaning system

**Ease of Use**
- Water tank with 320 ml capacity
- Electronic temperature adjustment with digital display with LED illumination
- LED light to illuminate the body when turned on
- Automatic shutoff after 30 seconds horizontal, 10 minutes vertical

**Opal Steam Iron**

**Technical Specifications**
- Maximum power: 2200 watt
- "Anti-drip" dripping prevention system
- Vertical steam feature
- Lime cleaning system

**Ease of Use**
- Easy to fill transparent water tank
- Water tank with 250 ml capacity
- Automatic shutoff after 30 seconds horizontal, 8 minutes vertical
- 1.9 m cable length

---

**Mercan Steam Iron**

**Technical Specification**
- Gross power: 2400 watt (max)
- Vertical steam feature - "Anti-drip" dripping prevention system
- Lime cleaning system

**Ease of Use**
- Large water tank with 275 ml capacity
- Easy to fill transparent water tank
- 1.9 m cable length
- Automatic shutoff

**Atlas Steam Iron**

**Technical Specifications**
- Maximum power: 2400 watt
- "Anti-drip" dripping prevention system
- Vertical steam feature
- Lime cleaning system

**Ease of Use**
- Large water tank with 220 ml capacity
- Easy to fill transparent water tank
- 1.9 m cable length
- Automatic shutoff
Kristal Steam Iron

Technical Specifications
- Gross power: 2400 watt
- "Anti-drip" dripping prevention system
- Vertical steam feature
- Lime cleaning system

Ease of Use
- Large water tank with 300 ml capacity
- Easy to fill transparent water tank
- Special ceramic base
- 1.5 m cable length
- Automatic shutoff

Eflatun Steam Iron

Technical Specifications
- Gross power: 2400 watt
- Vertical steam feature
- "Anti-drip" dripping prevention system
- Lime cleaning system

Ease of Use
- Large water tank with 300 ml capacity
- Easy to fill transparent water tank
- 1.5 m cable length

Nil Steam Iron

Technical Specifications
- Gross power: 2400 watt
- "Anti-drip" dripping prevention system
- Vertical steam feature
- Lime cleaning system

Ease of Use
- Large water tank with 220 ml capacity
- Easy to fill transparent water tank
- Special ceramic base
- 1.5 m cable length

Gümüş Ironing Board

Technical Specifications
- Suitable with irons with steam generators and steam irons
- With plug and socket

Ease of Use
- 43 cm width, 125 cm length
- Special body design with high steam permeability
- Ability to hang dress hangers to board
- Ignition retardant fabric
- Adjustable Height Minimum 60 cm, maximum 90 cm
Rüzgar 3000 Cordless Vacuum Cleaner

**Performance**
- Vertical usage and hand vacuum cleaner in one device with 2in1 technology
- 18 V Lithium-Ion rechargeable battery for operation time and short charging time
- Rotating turbo brush for collecting pet hair, suitable for cleaning all floors
- 2 different power levels

**Hygiene**
- Washable filter

**Ease of use**
- Comfortable cleaning with a fine-tipped brush accessory
- Ability to work cordless up to 60 minutes
- During both lifting and employing the device

---

Rüzgar 5000 Cordless Vacuum Cleaner

**Performance**
- Vertical usage and hand vacuum cleaner in one device with 2in1 technology
- 25.2 V Lithium-Ion rechargeable battery for operation time and short charging time
- Rotating turbo brush for collecting pet hair, suitable for cleaning all floors
- 2 different power levels

**Hygiene**
- Washable filter

**Ease of use**
- Comfortable cleaning with a fine-tipped brush accessory
- Ability to work cordless up to 70 minutes
- Ease of use during both lifting and employing the device
VACUUMS THE WORLDS, DOESN'T MAKES ANY SOUND
VESTEL YILDIZ VACUUM CLEANER
Come to Vestel, silently clean your home with a Class A Vestel Star Vacuum Cleaner and challenge the dusts with excellent performance.

Performance
- A energy class vacuum cleaner with dust bag, providing A+++ energy saving
- Up to 100% dust collecting performance on hard floor with A class hygiene
- Engine power 700 watt
- Adjustable suction with LED display
- Less energy consumption and long lasting engine with “Soft start” technology

Hygiene
- Restrictions up to 100% of the dust on the vacuum cleaner with A class filtration

Ease of Use
- Durable, special synthetic dust bag
- Sweeping brush offering high cleaning performance on carpet and hard floor
- A spare parquet brush that offers unmatched maneuverability and a special carpet apparatus that provides 50% easier movement on the carpet.
- Accessories: Furniture brush, dust brush and narrow end brush
- Ergonomical handling arm

YILDIZ A9000 VACUUM CLEANER
Yıldız A8100 Vacuum Cleaner

Performance
- A energy class vacuum cleaner with dust bag, providing 56% energy saving
- Up to 100% dust collecting performance on hard grounds with A class hygiene
- Engine power: 700 watt

Hygiene
- Restrains up to 100% of the dust on the vacuum cleaner with A class filtration

Ease of Use
- Sweeping brush offering high cleaning performance on carpet and hard floor
- 9 m operation radius

Alize A7100 Vacuum Cleaner

Performance
- A energy class vacuum cleaner with dust bag, providing 56% energy saving
- Up to 100% dust collecting performance on hard grounds with A class hygiene
- 700 W engine power

Hygiene
- Restrains up to 100% of the dust on the vacuum cleaner with A class filtration

Ease of Use
- Durable, special synthetic dust bag
- Special accessory storage space on the body
- 10 m operation radius

Poyraz A7500 Vacuum Cleaner

Performance
- A energy class vacuum cleaner with dust bag, providing 56% energy saving
- Up to 100% dust collecting performance on hard grounds with A class hygiene
- 700 W engine power

Hygiene
- Restrains up to 100% of the dust on the vacuum cleaner with A class filtration

Ease of Use
- Handle to prevent sliding
- Accessories: Furniture brush and narrow end brush
- 10 m operation radius

Alize 5000 Vacuum Cleaner

Performance
- Engine power: 1400 watt
- Suction power: 400 watt (max)
- Less energy consumption and long-lasting engine with “Soft start” technology

Hygiene
- Restrains up to 100% of the dust on the vacuum cleaner with A class filtration

Ease of Use
- Adjustable suction
- Durable, special synthetic dust bag
- Accessories: Narrow end pipe and dust brush
- Ability to park vertically and horizontally
- Special accessory storage space on the body
- 10 m operation radius

Meltem 3000 Vacuum Cleaner

Performance
- Engine power: 1400 watt
- Suction power: 350 watts
- Less energy consumption and long-lasting engine with “Soft start” technology

Hygiene
- Restrains up to 100% of the dust on the vacuum cleaner with A class filtration

Ease of Use
- Accessories: 2 in 1 dust brush and narrow end brush
- Metal telescopic extension pipe
- Ability to park vertically and horizontally
- Dust bag fullness indicator
- 8 m operation radius

Firtina Vacuum Cleaner with Water Filter

Performance
- Revolutionary water filtration and cyclone technology
- Engine power: 2400 watt (max)
- Suction power: 250 watt (max)

Hygiene
- Ability to restrain dust in the water with “Start technology”

Ease of Use
- Metal telescopic pipe
CLEANING IS NOT HARD ANYMORE WITH THE
POWER OF VESTEL MİSTRAL VACUUM CLEANER

MİSTRAL 3500
VACUUM CLEANER

Performance
- Bagless vacuum cleaner
- Engine power: 800 watts

Hygiene
- Filtration: 8
- Ability to catch fine dust particles with washable HEPA filter

Ease of Use
- Extendable metal telescopic pipe
- Automatic cable retraction ability
- Accessories: Vacuum brush with fine and large ends
- Ultra compact design for easy handling and storage.
Tsunami A8100 Vacuum Cleaner

Performance
- A5 energy class vacuum cleaner without dust bag providing 94% energy saving
- Up to 100% dust collecting performance on hard grounds with A Class Hygiene
- 700 W engine power
- Multi-cyclone technology

Hygiene:
- Restrains up to 100% of the dust on the vacuum cleaner with A class filtration

Ease of Use
- Sweeping brush offering high cleaning performance on carpet and hard floor
- Accessories: Furniture brush and narrow end brush
- Metal telescopic extension pipe
- 9 m operation radius

Air Max Deluxe Red Vacuum Cleaner

Performance
- Bagless vacuum cleaner
- Engine power: 1000 watt (max)
- Suction power: 350 watt (max)
- Non-decreasing suction power with multi-cyclone technology

Ease of Use
- Metal telescopic pipe
- Automatic cable retraction capability
- Easy dust tank dumping with one button
- 9 m operation radius

Şimşek Vertical Type Vacuum Cleaner

Performance
- Engine power: 1200 watt (max)
- Suction power: 250 watt (max)

Ease of Use
- Accessories: Hard floor and carpet brush
- More comfortable cleaning with ergonomic grip handle
- Mechanical dust bag fullness indicator
- 6.5 m operation radius
PERSONAL CARE
Lavanta Hair Drier with Cable Spinner

**Technical Specifications**
- Power: 2000 watt
- Ability to automatically spin the cable with one button
- Ion Technology: Allows hair to be dried and shaped without being electrocuted

**Ease of Use**
- 2 speed and 5 temperature levels
- Cold Air Button: Fixes the hairstyle
- Special safety system against overheating
- Ergonomic handle
- Fine hair drier cap and diffuser cap
- Easy hanging ring
- 1.8 m long cable with 360-degree rotation

---

Lavanta Hair Straightener

**Technical Specifications**
- Maximum power: 45 watts
- Maximum heat: 250°C, 8 level temperature setting
- Tourmaline coated ceramic plates

**Ease of Use**
- "Soft touch" handle- LCD display- Lock system
- Cable with 360° rotation- Cable length 180 cm
- Fast heating up

---

Defne 2000 Hair Drier

**Technical Specifications**
- Maximum power: 1600 watt
- 2 level speed setting
- Overheating safety system

**Ease of Use**
- Fine frizz cap
- Detachable air grill
- Easy hang ring

---

Defne Hair Straightener

**Technical Specifications**
- Maximum power: 42 watts
- Maximum heat: 250°C
- Ceramic coated plates

**Ease of Use**
- Lock system- Cable with 360° rotation
- Cable length 180 cm
- Fast heating up
**Lilyum Pro Hair Drier**

**Technical Specifications**
- Gross power: 2000 watt
- Professional AC engine
- Ion technology: Allows hair to be dried and shaped without being electrified
- 2 speed and 3 temperature levels
- Cold Air Button:Fixes the hairstyle
- Special safety system against overheating

**Ease of Use**
- Fine fohn cap
- Diffuser cap
- Easily cleanable with detachable air grill
- 1.8 m long cable with 360-degree rotation

---

**Manolya Hair Drier**

**Technical Specifications**
- Maximum power: 2200 watt
- 2 speed and 3 temperature levels
- Ion technology: To prevent electrification and making the hair easily combable
- Integrated “cold air button” to fix the hair style

**Ease of Use**
- Ultra thin fohn cap and diffuser cap
- Special safety system against overheating
- Detachable air grill
- Easy to store with easy hang ring
- 1.8 m long cable

---

**Viyole Travel Type Hair Drier**

**Technical Specifications**
- Maximum power: 1500 watt
- 2 speed and temperature level
- Double voltage for worldwide usage

**Ease of Use**
- Foldable handle- Thin fohn cap
- Special safety system against overheating
- Easy to store with easy hang ring
- “Soft touch” handle- 1.7 m long cable

---

**Bambu Electronic Scale**

**Technical Specifications**
- Measuring system with high precision and sensors
- Maximum weighing capacity: 180 kg
- Precision: 100 g

**Ease of Use**
- Automatic on/off
- “Low battery” indicator when the battery is low
- Kg/lb measurement unit settings
- Works with 2x1.5V AAA batteries

**Design**
- Stylish design made of natural bamboo
- LCD display

---

**Açelya M Hair Styler**

**Technical Specifications**
- Ceramic coated curling irons with 25 mm radius
- Adjustable heat setting up to 210 °C

**Ease of Use**
- LCD display- Fast heating up
- Auto shut off after 60 minutes
- Special safety system against overheating
- Lock system
- 1.8 m long cable with 360-degree rotation

---

**Açelya S Hair Styler**

**Technical Specifications**
- Ceramic coated curling irons with 19 mm radius
- Adjustable heat setting up to 210 °C

**Ease of Use**
- LCD display- Fast heating up
- Auto shut off after 60 minutes
- Special safety system against overheating
- Lock system
- 1.8 m long cable with 360-degree rotation
### Vacuum Cleaner Specifications

**With Dust Bag:**
Vacuum cleaner with dust bag provides hygienic cleaning by restraining the dust in the dust bag.

**Water Filter:**
The Water Filtered Vacuum Cleaner offers hygienic cleaning, with restraining the dust into the water.

**HEPA Filter**

- **HEPA 10:**
  It provides a wider filter surface with a curved surface, preventing dust from getting into the air in your vacuum cleaner.
- **HEPA 12:**
  It provides a wider filter surface with a curved surface, preventing dust from getting into the air in your vacuum cleaner, restrains the 99.5% of the dust in the filter.
- **HEPA 13:**
  It provides a wider filter surface with a curved surface, preventing dust from getting into the air in your vacuum cleaner, restrains the 99.5% of the dust in the filter.

**Ultra-Quiet:**
With the ultra-quiet sound power, cleans your home with a whisper.

**Super Quiet:**
With the super quiet sound power, cleans your home without any sound.

**Vestel Panoramic Brush:**
The VESTEL PANORAMIC brush, which offers unmatched maneuverability, helps you clean hard-to-reach places by providing 50% easier movement. Soft brush bristles prevent scratching of hard floors. The special carpet apparatus makes it easy to clean tough carpet surfaces.

**18 V and 25.2 V:**
Lithium-ion batteries offer long-lasting cleaning with their high capacity.

**Without Dust Bag:**
With the Bagless Vacuum Cleaner, you can easily remove the dust reservoir after cleaning to enjoy practical cleaning.

**Vertical Type:**
With the ergonomic Vertical Vacuum Cleaner, the greatest assistant of your practical cleaning, you can quickly vacuum any spills.

**Dust Bag Capacity:**
With a large dust bag capacity, you can clean your home without having to change the dust bag for a long time. Thanks to the durable, special synthetic and layered texture of the dust bag, it keeps the dust up to 99.8% and offers extra hygiene.

**Dust Reservoir Capacity:**
With a large dust reservoir capacity, you can clean your home without a break. With one-touch opening, you can easily discharge the reservoir without spilling the dust after cleaning.

**Multicyclone:**
With multicyclone technology, even the finest dust is trapped in the reservoir and you can keep cleaning without the loss of suction power.

**Operation Radius:**
With a long operation radius, you can clean a wider area without having to replace the jack where the vacuum cleaner is installed.

**60 and 70 Minutes of Wireless Usage:**
With long-life batteries, provides extra-long operation time.

**Li-Ion Battery:**
With the new generation Lithium-ion batteries, you can use your cordless vacuum cleaner for a long time.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bar</strong></td>
<td>In irons with steam generators, high bar value means high steam power. Thanks to the high steam power, steam penetrates deep into your clothes, allowing you to easily handle difficult creases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Continuous Steam</strong></td>
<td>Means the continuously provided steam by the iron. It allows you to open the wrinkles in your clothes easily so that you can finish it as soon as you can, and you can save time for yourself.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shock Steam</strong></td>
<td>The amount of steam that can be produced at a location and at intervals allows the high-shock steam power ironing process to be quick.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Continuous Steam</strong></td>
<td>Means the continuously provided steam by the iron. It allows you to open the wrinkles in your clothes easily so that you can finish it as soon as you can, and you can save time for yourself.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nano Ceramic Base</strong></td>
<td>Designed to provide excellent slipperiness and mobility on your clothes, the Nano Ceramic structure allows you to come from the top of the hard creases with minimal wear and tear thanks to the innovative, wear-resistant base coating.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Special Ceramic Base</strong></td>
<td>Innovative, abrasion-resistant special sole coatings are used to provide excellent slipperiness and mobility on garments, allowing you to overcome difficult wrinkles with minimal energy expenditure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Steam Hole</strong></td>
<td>Thanks to the steam holes in the base of the iron, steam is distributed on the clothes at the moment of ironing, easily reaching even the extreme corners. Provides you easier and faster ironing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Self-Clean</strong></td>
<td>With its self-cleaning function, gets rid of the lime that accumulates on the base of your iron, and you do not compromise the ironing quality thanks to its non-decreasing steam performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Automatic Shutoff</strong></td>
<td>The auto shut-off feature automatically deactivates the device after a period of time in the sideways position or during a vertical stop, to save energy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Digital Display</strong></td>
<td>It allows you to digitally control the temperature setting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Anodize Base</strong></td>
<td>Designed to provide perfect slipperiness and mobility on your clothes, the Anodize structure allows you to come from the top of the hard creases with minimal wear and tear thanks to the innovative, wear-resistant base coating.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vertical Steam Output</strong></td>
<td>With the vertical steam output feature, curtains and clothes on the hanger allow you to iron comfortably and eliminate creases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>V-MOD</strong></td>
<td>The V-MOD option automatically adjusts the amount of temperature and steam according to different fabric types, allowing you to get from the top of the short, hard wrinkles with minimum energy consumption and speed up the ironing process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Easy Handle Lock</strong></td>
<td>With the lock between the iron and the water tank, you can comfortably lift and carry your iron.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TECHNOLOGICAL ELEGANCE WITH VESTEL SMALL HOME APPLIANCES!

Vestel Small Home Appliances...
A source of joy